
EXPRESS TECHNOLOGY ACQUIRES AMBRY INTERNATIONAL 

  

March 28, 2017 

  

DALLAS, TX - Express Technology, a Woman-Owned global leader in IT service parts 
fulfillment, announced today its acquisition of Ambry International, a keystone OEM spares 
supplier.  This merger gives to Ambry’s extensive client base the advantage of efficiencies 
inherent to Express Technology’s next-generation information and relationship management 
infrastructure, while substantially expanding Express Technology’s scope of service and market 
access.  

  

Ambry International, established in 1991, has relied on Express Technology for more than two 
decades as a trusted source for rapid-deployment IT service parts.   

  

Ambry’s clients are encouraged to migrate to Express Technology at this time.  Ambry.com will 
continue its normal operation through the end of business on 4/30/2017, with orders and quotes 
processed by Express Technology. On 5/1/2017 the Ambry.com site will close and Express 
Technology will handle all orders directly.  

  

“Express Technology is at the vanguard of our industry and this merger represents a natural 
evolution of the business relationship,” said Ambry International CEO George Lee.  “Their 
personnel share Ambry’s client-centric, quality-oriented philosophy and their processes are 
streamlined and reliable.  We’re confident that this step will be of immediate and significant 
benefit to our valued customers and partners.”  

  

“We’re committed to a future of efficiency, agility, and delivery of unparalleled value to the 
client,” notes Helen Nadolski, President of Express Technology.  “Ambry’s priorities align with 
our own. After many years fulfilling orders as an Ambry preferred supplier, we look forward with 
confidence to directly serving Ambry’s base now and in the years to come.”  

  

For more information, please visit ETIexpress.com, email Sales@ETIexpress.com, or reach a 
sales agent at 1-800-ETI-PART.  

  

  

ABOUT AMBRY   

 

Headquartered in Dallas, Texas, Ambry International has been a top IT service part solutions 
provider for more than a quarter-century.  With the completion of this sale Ambry is now entirely 
incorporated into Express Technology. 

ABOUT EXPRESS TECHNOLOGY 

Express Technology, based in Tempe, AZ, maintains dual certification from NWBOC.org as a 
WBE & WOSB and is also a proud holder of GSA Schedule 70 contract (GS-35F0382Y). Since 
1995 Express Technology has been an innovative source for top quality used/refurbished/new 
IT service parts, upgrade kits, complete systems, and electronics. Its worldwide customer-base 
includes service companies, self-maintaining entities, educational, and government concerns.   


